
BUSINESS COMBINATIONS

Per the IFRS 3: Business Combinations, an entity is required to determine whether the transaction entered is a business
combination by applying the prescribed definition – “A business combination is defined as a transaction or other event
in which an acquirer obtains control of one or more businesses.”

Hence, to qualify as a business combination the presence of a “business” is required. Per IFRS 3, “a business consists of
inputs and processes applied to those inputs that have the ability to create outputs”. If an asset or group of assets is
not accompanied by any associated processes, the acquired group is likely a group of assets, not a business. If the
assets acquired are not a business, the entity shall account for the transaction or other event as an asset acquisition.

The entity shall account for business combinations by applying the acquisition method, which requires:
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This thought leadership paper provides insights on components of purchase consideration

PURCHASE CONSIDERATION

Purchase consideration is an inevitable part of any business combination and serves as a starting point for the
accounting for a business combination. As the complexity of the way the transactions are structured increases, the line
between what constitutes as a pre-combination consideration and post-combination consideration keeps blurring.
Such classifications determine the impact on the post combination financial statements of the acquirer. While post
combination consideration has a negative impact on the income statement, an amount classified as pre-combination
consideration will result in an increase in the amount of goodwill appearing in the financial statements of the acquirer.
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As of the acquisition date, the acquirer shall recognize, separately from goodwill, the identifiable assets acquired,
liabilities assumed, and any noncontrolling interest in the acquiree at their fair values. The goodwill is arrived at as the
residual value after allocation of the fair value purchase consideration and assumed liabilities to identifiable tangible
and intangible assets.

Hence, a discussion on the determination of fair value of purchase consideration is crucial to any purchase price
allocation exercise.



COMPONENTS OF PURCHASE CONSIDERATION

Usually, the following forms a part of the purchase consideration pursuant to an acquisition:

• Cash consideration: Cash consideration is one of the largest components of total purchase consideration and
involves an upfront cash payment to the sellers by the acquirer. In certain acquisitions, cash consideration makes up
the entire purchase consideration. The accounting for the same is straightforward, with the cash payment assumed
to be equal to the fair value of the consideration.

• Deferred consideration: Deferred consideration involves delayed payment of a certain amount. For example, the
acquirer agrees to pay $2 million to the seller 1 year from the closing date. It is pertinent to note that there are no
contingencies attached to the payment of $2 million and that it has only been delayed. The fair value would be the
present value of $2 million in this scenario.

• Working capital adjustment: Working capital adjustments are a part of almost every acquisition. The acquisition
agreement defines a date that shall be treated as the effective date for the acquisition. The parties agree upon a
target working capital which the target company agrees to maintain as at the effective date, also referred to as the
closing date. On the closing date, if the actual working capital is higher than the target working capital, the excess is
required to be paid by the acquirer to the seller and vice versa.

• Earn-out consideration: Earn-out considerations have gained traction these days. The earn-out clause is inserted in
multiple scenarios such as:

₋ To serve as an incentive to the management of the target company which has been retained

₋ To bridge differences in opinion between the acquirer and the seller regarding the present and future value of
the transaction.

₋ To mitigate the risk of the target company not meeting performance expectations

The financial reporting standards require earn-out consideration to be measured at fair value in the post combination
financial statements.

• Share based payment awards: An acquirer may exchange its share-based payment awards for awards held by
employees of the target company. All or some of the portion of the share-based payment awards may be included in
the purchase consideration depending upon their terms. These awards are referred to as replacement awards. The
measurement criterion for replacement awards is as per IFRS 2. The treatment for these awards has been discussed
in detail under employee compensation arrangements

a) There are certain clauses that need to be examined in detail before concluding on their classification. Identifying
the transactions which would form part of a business combination and consequently purchase consideration
requires significant judgement and analysis. The following factors should be considered while determining
whether any transaction is a part of the business combination:

₋ The reason for the transaction: A transaction arranged primarily for the benefit of the acquirer or the
combined entity, is most likely to be treated as a separate transaction. On the other hand, if an arrangement is
agreed upon primarily for the benefit of the target or the seller, it shall be treated as a part of the business
combination.

₋ Party initiating the transaction: A transaction initiated by the acquirer is less likely to benefit the seller or the
target company and will thus be treated as a separate transaction. A transaction entered into by the target, or
the seller will be treated as a part of the purchase consideration.

₋ Timing of the transaction: A transaction entered into during the negotiations of the terms of the business
combination may have been entered in contemplation of future benefits to the acquirer vis-à-vis that of the
sellers or the target.

Often, acquisition agreements have retention clauses that entail payments to key employees contingent upon them
continuing their employment in the combined entity for a specified period post acquisition. We can assess these
agreements through the lens of the above-mentioned points as follows:



ILLUSTRATION:

The following are the terms of a business combination between Acquirer A (“Buyer”) and Target Company B

(“Target”) wherein Buyer acquires 100% stake in the Target:

• Upfront cash consideration: Cash consideration of $100 million paid to the sellers by the Buyer.

• Deferred consideration: An amount of $10 million shall be payable after a period of 1 year from the
acquisition date and is held in escrow

• Stock options: Per the agreement, the buyer has agreed to pay a sum of $1 million towards extinguishment of
employee stock options (ESOPs) to the employees. With respect to the ESOPs issued to the key management
of the target, the buyer issued ESOPs on its own shares. The terms of these replacement awards are the same
as the original awards issued by the target. The original awards had a service condition of 4 years. The key
employees are required to continue employment for the remaining vesting period of the replacement awards
to earn the right to exercise. The fair value of the replacement awards is $1.5 million.

• Earnout consideration: Per the agreement, earnout consideration totaling to $20 million consists of earnout
consideration 1 and earnout consideration 2 of $10 million each. The pay out of this earnout consideration is
contingent about achievement of specified revenue targets as follows:

₋ Reason for the transaction: A retention clause is likely to benefit the combined entity as it is likely to continue
to receive the services of the key employees of the target.

₋ Party initiating the transaction: A retention clause is most likely to be initiated by the acquirer in order to
incentivize the key management to continue employment with the combined entity.

₋ Timing of the transaction: More often than not retention agreements are entered into during the negotiations
of terms of the agreement.

Thus, based on the above analysis, it can be concluded that a retention agreement will be treated as a separate
transaction and will subsequently be given effect in the post combination period.

b) Share based payments/Employee compensation arrangements:
Employees of the target company may receive replacement awards or other forms of compensation for past
services or future services to the acquirer or the combined entity. Compensation to employees must be assessed to
determine whether they pertain to pre-combination or post-combination services. Compensation for post
combination services does not form part of the purchase consideration and is classified as a post combination
expense in the books of the acquirer. On the other hand, compensation for services that have been already
rendered by the employee i.e. pre-combination services are included in the computation of purchase
consideration.

In a scenario where pay-outs to employees are contingent both upon continuing employment and achievement of
specified financial targets, the clause should be analyzed to determine the condition, non-fulfilment of which will
lead to cancellation of the pay-out i.e. the determinant condition. In case, achievement of financial targets is the
determinant condition, the fair value of the pay-out will be included in the computation of the purchase
consideration.

This assessment becomes very crucial in case of replacement awards. In case of replacement awards, the acquirer
issues its own share-based payment awards to the employees of the target. The purpose of replacement awards
can be to keep the employees whole (i.e. preserving the value of the original awards as at the acquisition date),
incentivize them to continue with the combined entity or both. Thus, replacement awards can be attributed to pre-
combination services, post- combination services or both. Classification of replacement awards as pre-combination
or post-combination is dependent on factors such as:

₋ Terms of the acquisition awards
₋ Terms of the target company’s awards
₋ Applicable laws or regulations

Determination of classification of replacement awards as pre-combination or post combination expense requires
judgement of the appraiser, thorough understanding of the terms of the agreement and compliance with the
financial reporting standards



ILLUSTRATION:

• Working capital adjustments: Pursuant to the agreement, the base working capital has been set at $15 million.
If the actual working capital as at the closing date is higher than the base working capital, the excess shall be
payable by the buyer to the target and vice versa.

• Retention consideration: The agreement entails amounts totaling to $5 million payable to key employees as
defined in the agreement, contingent upon them continuing their employment for a period of 1 year ($2.5
million) and 2 years ($2.5 million) with the target post the acquisition date

Particulars Revenue target Pay out

Earnout consideration 1 100 10

Earnout consideration 2 120 10

The treatmentofeach of theabove - mentionedtermsshallbeas follows:

Term

Amount in
$
million

Whetherpurchaseconsideration or postcombinationexpense?

Upfrontpayment 100 The entireamountof $100millionshallbetreatedaspurchaseconsideration

Deferredconsideration 10

The payment of $10 million is not contingent on any future event and
has simply been deferred. The discounted value of $10 million (to account
for time value)shallbe included inthe purchaseconsideration.

ESOP relinquishment 1

There is no benefit that is contemplated to accrue to the buyer
through payment of this amount and the target is the sole beneficiary.
Thus,the same shallbe included inthe purchaseconsideration

Replacement awards 1.5

The amount of $1.5 million shall be allocated between pre-combination

and post-combination period. Since the vesting conditions for the original

awards continue for the replacement awards, proportion of fair value

of original awards attributable to the completed vested period shall be

included in the purchase consideration. The excess of the fair value of

the replacement awards over that of the original awards shall be

expensed in the post combinationfinancialstatements

Earnout consideration 1 10

The payment of earnout consideration is contingent on the achievement

of financial targets and no employment conditions are attached to the

same. Thus, the fair value of the earnout consideration shall be

included in the purchaseconsideration

Earnout consideration 2 10

The payment of earnout consideration is contingent on the achievement

of financial targets and no employment conditions are attached to the

same. Thus, the fair value of the earnout consideration shall be

included in the purchaseconsideration

Workingcapitaladjustment NA Theexcess/deficitshallbeadjusted inthe purchaseconsideration.

Retention consideration 1 2.5

The agreement clearly specifies that the retention payments are subject to

the key employees continuing with the target post acquisition. This is

solely for the benefit of the buyer as it requires rendition of post

combination services. The same shall be treated as a post combination

expense in the books of the buyerasandwhen it ispaid.

Retention consideration 2 2.5

The agreement clearly specifies that the retention payments are subject to

the key employees continuing with the target post acquisition. This is

solely for the benefit of the buyer as it requires rendition of post

combination services. The same shall be treated as a post combination

expense in the books of the buyerasandwhen it ispaid.
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Disclaimer: This publication contains general information only, and none of KNAV International Limited, its member firms, or their related entities

(collectively, the 'KNAV Association') is, by means of this publication, rendering professional advice or services. Before making any decision or taking

any action that may affect your finances or your business, you should consult a qualified professional adviser. No entity in the KNAV Association shall be

responsible for any loss whatsoever sustained by any person who relies on this publication.
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KNAV was founded in 1999 and is a full-service firm providing Accounting, Taxation and Advisory. The firm is headquartered in Atlanta
and has a remote delivery center in Mumbai, India. In addition, the firm has offices in Canada, United Kingdom, Netherlands, India &
Singapore through its network of member firms in these locations.

All member firms of KNAV in India, North America, Singapore are a part of the US$ 4.11 billion, US headquartered Allinial Global; which
is an accounting firm association, that provides a broad array of resources and support for its member firms, across the globe. The
International Accounting Bulletin has released the result of its 2020 world survey and has ranked Allinial Global as the world’s second
largest accounting association.

UK office: Hygeia Building 66-68 College Road Harrow, Middlesex, HA1 1BE

Other offices: Canada | India | Netherlands | Singapore | USA

For any queries, please contact Punit Khemani at punit.khemani@knavcpa.com / +44 7931 685 237
or Rajesh Khairajani at rajesh.khairajani@knavcpa.com / +91 9820 3182 65
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